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The fireplace has long been
regarded as the focal point for
any home, and in the late
1800’s coal fires were the
height of fashion.
Coal Burning fire places are
found in many turn of the
century homes in America
just as they are here in
Winston-Salem.
Now you can experience the
ambiance of a coal fire as
your ancestors did with a gas
coal fire.
Gas coal baskets are found in
the finest homes in Great
Britain as well as in Centuries
old, Public Houses, Castles
and Palaces. They are easy to
install and can be taken with
you should you desire to
move.
Special Features include easy
operating controls and
optional remote control with
flame settings, the very latest
in flame supervision devices
and a piezo spark igniter to
give instant response.
Ceramic coals radiate heat
from a large surface area and
a decorative cover plate
conceals all control knobs.
Safety is assured with our
CSA US – Canada certified
burners and Zero Clearance
Fire boxes.
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The revolutionary Old Salem Hearth Vent
Free Gas Coal Basket can be exactly what
you have been searching for. It can restore
an elegant look to an old abandoned coalburning fireplace that is too small for
traditional gas logs.
Because the product installation manual
requires that the old chimney be capped at
the top and also blocked at the top of the
firebox where a traditional damper usually is
installed this totally isolates the old flue.
If your old flue is not safe or approved for
use of any product that requires a working
fireplace this may solve your problem
without relining the old flue.(check local
code and inspectors for their interpretation
before proceeding)
Measure your fireplace dimensions carefully
and make sure you meet all the minimum
clearances in chart on right.
Pay very close attention to the !8” clearance
to Combustible material above the firebox
opening. Your measurement must be from
the concrete lintel (top of fireplace) do not
measure from the edge of any cast Iron
surround that might be in place.
There can be no combustible material within
18” of the top of the fireplace opening
whether it projects from the wall or not.

Two Grate Styles
And Propane or Natural Gas
Available
The Old Salem Hearth Vent Free
Coal Basket incorporates the latest
design in safe economical operation.
The Oxygen Depletion Sensor (ODS)
safety pilot system continuously
monitors oxygen levels and will
completely shut down all gas supplied
to the pilot and the main burners if
depletion is detected. This incredible
design is fail safe. If the ODS
malfunctions it will not allow gas to
escape.
The Coal Baskets are equipped with
a state of the are control valve that
allows the burner to be controlled
remotely either by a wired thermostat
or if wiring and mounting a thermostat
is not practical a number of optional
wireless remote controls are available.
The heat output of these baskets is
adjustable from 13,500 BTU’s down
to 9,000 BTU’s. This is adequate to
heat a room up to 400 Square feet and
will warm any adjacent rooms.
Most people are quite comfortable on
the lowest setting only costing 25 to
30 cents an hour.
The traditional Regular Grate at the
top was patterned after actual Coal
Baskets used in our historic homes.
The New Low Cut Gate pictured on
the bottom was designed to expose
more of the fire and glowing coals.

Build your own fireplace
Creating the perfect fireplace from scratch is no
problem we can provide everything you need.
If you have a small fireplace and you want to
complete the period look of a cast iron surround we
can provide two styles.
The Arched Top Cast Iron Surround can be added as
long as your fireplace opening is slightly smaller than
the overall outside dimension of the surround. See the
diagram to the right.
Notice that an optional Summer Cover can be
purchased for the Arched Top Surround.
The Square Cast Iron Surround is also available but
cannot have a Front cover fitted to it.
If you do not have a fireplace and are ready to do a
little framing and sheet rock work you can have a
complete fireplace starting out with the Vent Free
Firebox on Right.
Simply frame your wall studs at 23 inches apart and
the header at 31” allowing for the 13.5 inches of depth
Install gas line then slide in the Vent Free Firebox.
Install your sheetrock or tile then attach the Cast Iron
Surround and connect your gas line to the coal basket.
Please Consult with appropriate local trades people
for you gas line run and for construction assistance.
You will need to follow all of the clearance
guidelines very carefully.
Check with your local inspectors for codes relating
to installation of vent free appliances in your area.

Accessories
SKYTECH Model 1001
Reliable quality and function in basic on-off control.

SKYTECH Model 1001T/LCD
Reliable quality and function in basic on-off control. Plus
Programmable Run Timer and LCD Display of room temperature
and Time Remaining

SKYTECH Model 3002
Reliable quality and function in basic on-off-thermostat control.
Plus Programmable Run Timer and LCD Display of room
temperature and Time Remaining program temperature and mode.

NEW
SKYTECH Model 5301
All of the Features of the 3002 in a ultra sleek design with large
easy to read illuminated touch screen control panel. You want need
your glasses or a light to see and use this one!
Volcanic Rock
Used to spread around hearth under the Coal Grate to cover the
floor to simulate embers that have fallen from the basket. Adds a
nice finishing touch to the look. ( Do not use in the basket will
cause unclean burn )
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